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Man Shot And Kill
A local businessman was shot and
killed in the backyard of his residence
during the early hours of April 8 as he
Trinity students were jarred out of returned from his restaurant.
their post-vacation daze by the news that
Police announced that they bea man had been murdered on the cam- lieved that this was a planned robbery
pus' fringe.
attempt. The victim was carrying busi• BY-JONATHAN HEUSER
News Writer

ness receipts and was accompanied by his
brother-in-law when he was attacked in
the backyard of his residence, 146 Allen
Place. The address is less than a block from
most fraternaties, some dormitories, and
many student and faculty residences.
The assailant, brandishing a handgun,

146 Allen Place

Students For
Better Housing?
Program organizers say "no"
• BY RICK ZEDNIK
Managing Editor

Trinity has long prided itself on its
ability to provide housing for all of the
College's students. Today, the proliferation of special program dormitories raises
the question of "Is there any housing for
me?" in the minds of some students.
Kristina Dow, the Director of Residential
Life, assures against that as a problem.
This year, Students For Equality (SFE)
took up residence in Smith dorm and the
Freshman Experience added Jarvis to last
year's Jones project. These two experiments teamed with the already existing
Quiet Dorm in Jackson and the agreement with Delta Psi fraternity concerning housing in Ogilby to raise the number of dorms with special arangements
to five. But wait, there's more!
Next year, Trinity could see as many
-asu »=auui
w w uresior
five additional
dorms filled with
U uinuuunn».nueu
dents participating in special programs,
As of this writing, the Quiet Dorm will
move to Funston, a Science Dorm for
Jackson seems to be "full steam ahead,"
a community service dorm will be in
Doonesbury, a Music Dorm will be located in Boardwalk and possibly Park
Place, and a Pet Dorm is proposed for
Wiggins, according to Ms. Dow. In
addition to these, SFE will either remain
in Smith or be relocated to a floor or two

ordered the two men to lie on the ground.
When the victim resisted the robbery
attempt, the assailant shot him in the
neck. The victim was pronounced dead
upon arrival at the hospital.
Lieutenant Frederick Lewis of the
Hartford Police Department explained
that though the victim's companion could
provide no description of the attacker, he
said that the attacker fled west on Allen
Place.
Several Trinity students in Highrise
Dormitory who heard "three or four
shots" looked out the window in time to
see a light colored hatchback type car
racing up Allen Place toward Summit
Street, Mr. Lewis reported.
Mr. Lewis also said that the police
have found no connection between this
incident and that of March 4, when the
body of Sandra Rivera was discovered in
the Zion Hill Cemetary, less than a block
away.
Mr. Lewis found nothing extraordinary about the proximity of the bodies to
one another nor the timing of the murders, saying that "there is no relationship: one is robbery, and one is job related or personal."
Brian Kelly, the Director of Campus
Safety, announced the most recent death
to the Trinity Campus with a memorandum on April 9.
Mr. Kelly says that while he plans no
changes in his security programs due to
the murders, the department of Campus
please turn to page 4

From Toseanini
to test tubes...
Program
Quiet Doim

Dotm/Capacity
Comments
tunston<97>
Switching from
Jackson for carpeting
and more isolation

Science Dorm

Jackson (90-95) Sponsored bv faiuitv
will fcou<ic J D Sciewt
Program freshmen plui
interested uppert.las><sinen
Praxis Dorm Doonesbury GMO) Will house Com
munify Outreach Cobrdma»or Activust-m Residenoe,nndrelevan(rtreshman
seminar
Music Dona Boardwalk '2O-30) Will provide practice
space space,formusicians.

of High Rise.
It was SFE that provoked skeptics to nickname participants "students for better housing"
because of its placement
in the choice real estate of
Smith dorm. SFE organWiggin? (2O-2S)
lAwsL*rai.potait!flIly
izer Anita Apted '93 re- Pel Dorm
six dog owners
buts critics by saying that
the group did not origiStudents For Equality Smith/High Rise 2nd year pro
nally have any dorm in
gram may move num
btob*!ta
mind, but that Smith,
which had housed a Chi- freshman Experience J«l»s/EBijm ?rd year
nese Cultural Program the
previous year, met the DcKaifel ftatemrfy C%l»qr
sought criteria. Chief
among these requests was
tare $itt choce «tita£ at that
a residence with multidfiHn.
, >
-'
occupancy rooms, thus
fostering group dynamics, according and residential environment" for students
to Apted. Residents admit that if the enrolled in Chemistry, Biology, Physics,
Math, and Engineering and Computer Sciprogram were notin such an attractive ence studies. He cited a national trend of
dorm, they may not have participated. science enrollment lagging behind liberal
Among Ms. Dow's hopes for arts, especially with a drop-off of science
Trinity's residential future is that students between their freshman and
"students will see increased opportunity for faculty interaction." This po- sophomore years. The dorm will likely
tential will be persued through vari- house freshmen invited into the Inter-disous avenues. Each dorm will conduct ciplinary Science Program and upperclassmen who express interest.
programming relevant to its focus.
ProfessorKaipnMorema^^u
The community service residentml
Professor R a l h M l l i describ
the Science Dorm as one which might program, which has been dubbed the Praxis
"provide a more supportive academic
please turn to page 5

Hi Jones and Elton dormitories
have been selected as the freshman dormitories for the forthcoming academic year, which
leaves Jarvis open to all students of the College. Page 3.
H There has been a proposal
for a new pub to be available to
students. A possible location:
Crescent Street. Page 5.
||
Tripod staffwriter Jonathan Heuser found something
was missing in his life. He was
depressed, broke, and had
fallen off the wagon and into a
ditch. Then he went to one of
Tom Vu's seminars, and now...
Page 15.
H The women's lacrosse team
is off to a terrific start, thanks
largely to Lexi Rice '93, who
has scored a profane number
of goals this season. Backpage.
After a trip down to Florida
over Spring Break, the Baseball team is winning again.
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OPINION
We're All Equal. Sort Of.
E AWOKE MONDAY morning to find the dawning of a new phenomenon, a result of technological advances in the telecommunications business which
proves that we are, indeed, all connected. We were, as can
be expected, overjoyed by the prospect that at some time
during the night we had received three new voice messages.
We were not as popular as we had expected. All
three messages were from Students For Equality, and all
three messages said exactly the same thing. Thus, we see
the birth of a new form of communications clutter: junk
phone mail.
And to think that the messages came from the Students for Equality, who are now recruiting applicants to
the Students for Equality dorm, which in the forthcoming
year will enter its second year of existence. It struck us as
being peculiarly ironic that the Students for Equality feel
the need for a seperate dorm from those students whom
we can only assume are somehow unequal, or least not
interested in equality. Wouldn't it seem that students for
equality would be the last to ask for segregation in
housing? Would not it follow that students for inequality
would be the ones requesting segragated housing?
In the latter part of the three messages there was
the mention that students interested in living in the
Students for Equality dorm should get an application from
the organization.
That's funny.
Because we can only infer from the fact that there
is an application to the Students for Equality dorm that
there must somehow be a set of criteria which defines
those who are suitably equal.
And so, we must ask the Students for Equality: If
you're so equal, why don't you just live with everyone
else?
H.M.M. A
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Women's Center
To the1 lidilor:

.

We ivoul J likt> to take this opportunity to express our gratitude to the Trinity TripoJ lor its covtiMge of the Second Annual Trinity Take Back the Night
March which was part of Sexual Assault Awareness Week. The Trinity Tripod
provided the Collect' community with a look at a very important event, and
(.•tilled attention to the need for further investigation into the matter of sexual
assault on campus.
Again, the '1 rinity C'oJlogi? Women's Center would like to thank the Trinity
1 ripod f( ir its iirlu le cm Ihe Take Back the Night March. We look forward to furthov iiwolvtmrnl with yonr publication in the future,
Sincerely,
Diane Martell
Coordinator of the Women'? Center
Patricia M. Dowling
Organizer of TBNM

An Announcement
Concerning VIP Days
To the Editor:
On April 16,17, and 18, the Admissions Office will be hosting our annual
series of VIP Days, which are designed to give admitted applicants and their families an opportunity to visit Trinity before making final college choices. Our visitors will hear from panels of faculty and current students, meet with representatives of the academic departments, and have an opportunity to sit in on class
sessions. A large number of Trinity faculty members and students will be involved in these events, and we want to express our appreciation to the participants, as well as to the entire campus community, for helping us make VIP days
a useful and enjoyable experience for our visitors.
Sincerely,
David M. Borus
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid

Politicalactivist Angela Davis spoke
last Thursday to a capacity crowd at the
Austin Art Center's Goodwin Theater.
Davis is the author of the Angela
Davis: An Autobiography, and Women,
Race, and Class. In 1970, Davis's radical
beliefs led to her involvement in a prison
break. Her subsequent imprisonment
and trial aroused international attention; she was ultimately acquitted of all
charges. She is a founder and co-chair of
the National Alliance Against Racist
and Political Repression. A member of
the Central Committee of the Communist Party, U.S.A., she was the party's
vice-presidential candidate in the 1980
andl984presidentialelections.Shealso
teaches philosophy, aesthetics, and
women's studies in California.

RICHARD ZEDNK
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MANAGING EDITOR

TRINITY cou.eae

• Please note: Letters to the Tripod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday proceeding publication the
following Tuesday. They should be typed and signed, or on a Macintosh disk. No unsigned or anonymous letters
will be prmtcd, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. All letters are, of course, the sole
responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions Qf this paper. Please limit all letters
to five-hundred words.
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NEWS
Elton And Jones To
Be Freshman Donns

- , » ', , *

Jarvis returned to all students
tory Council were some of the most successful facets of the Jones/Jarvis proThe Office of Residential Life an- gram this year.
Dow explained that though "this
nounced recently that Allen Northey
Jones Hall and Elton Hall woud be next year's experience has been a good one,"
she planned some changes for next year,
year's all Freshmen dormitories.
The Freshman Experience, as the the most important of which being the
freshmen dorms and their special fresh- switch to Jarvis.
"This wasn't the sort of super-charged
men programs are called, began last year
with only Jones and expanded this year continuation of last year that I'd hoped
"""
for. I hope that we
to include Jarvis as well. "
will rejuvenate our
Director of Residential
Life Kristina Dow ex- "All Of the feedback project ...for next
plained that the program
has been successful and I've received from
popular, and that the rea- those involved has pleased with what
Jarvis structurally has
son for the change of
buildings was that the been positive, even had to of fer as a freshmen dorm...Not only
design of Elton is more lauditory."
are the units in Jarvis
conducive to the Freshman Experience program
—Kristina Dow disparate, no real
Jarvis-Jones relationthan that of Jarvis.
"All of the feedback I've received ship has developed either. Elton, being
from those involved has been positive, structually Jones-like, is apt to allow us
the opportunity to mimic more closely
evenlauditory.TheResidentiallifeStaff
did a lot of brainstorming and trouble our positive Jones experience./' she said.
"In addition, the proximity of Elton
shooting to try to ensure the projects
success; nevertheless, I continue to be and Jones will allow us to establish a true
pleasantly surprised by the post-experi- hub of activity for our Freshman Experience observations that are still dribbling ence—a mini-union for freshmen," elaborated Dow.
in," she said.
She continued on to say that she felt
Dow explained that she felt that freshthat the Freshman Seminar housing, men in these dorms had enjoyed a sense
University 101, and the in-house Dormicontinued on page 5

•

V'TCt S1IWAN HOUSING

BOSTON UNIVERSITYSUMMERTERM-I99I
Let us tetl you about ow
•0»«r 43$ credit warns
>49 Academic Subject Areas
«My m@ Evening Classes
• Phy»ta«l Mmsttan, Stetraatfon,
and Dance Programs
»Htgb School Honors Pragowns
• Institutes and Special Programs
• International Summer Programs
"Noncredft Continuing
Education Courses

May l\ to
fcttion 1;
3uiy 1 to August
fttffetratfon

i

April 16.

«

JOIN THE BEST
MINDS IN MEDICINE.
tumptoyment opportunities at Yale University <? fender in
biomedkal and other scientific research, offer a wide mnge of
laboratory research opportunities. Here, recent
gmctuatescatt increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experience in a
stimulating, state-of-the-art research environment. We have immediate openings for.

Research Assistants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical
sciences is required; laboratory experience
is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus
cultural and athletic facilities such
as our fully equ ipped gym, 31 tennis
courts, and a regulation golf course,
Vale University provides competitive
salaries and outstanding benefits,
including; 22 vacation days, 4 personal
days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick
days, all paid. Tuition reimbursement at
graduate programs in the area and
audit opportunities at Yale also exist.

• mall this coupon, and we will send you the Sumiror Term lulletin.
0

BY JONATHAN HEUSER

Yes! I want to get the inside story about Summer Term at Boston University.
Please send me a copy of the Summer Term 1991 Bulletin.

Far immediate consideration, send
your resume in confidence to:
C. Mason, Dept. of Human Resources,
\ale School of Medicine, P.O. Box
9168ME, New Haven, CT 06532-0168;
Fax (203) 785-316S; Telephone (203) 785-383S.
Employment office located at
153 College Street in New Haven.

Nan
Addre«_

£ City

.

_State_

_Zlp_

» Boston
Boston University
University Summer
Term 1991
um
7SS Commonwealth Avenue, Room 201, Boston MA 022IS
An equal opportunity, offlmwDre naion Initituim

Yale University
Tfcle University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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NEWS
Pet Dorm
Negged

OBYERTKAHEISE
.Vi (- V.'1 ' i r '

1 iicMciirjoUCoipoiiilinn h.isnirvv

BY SAMREEN MALIK
COPY EDITOR

The much acclaimed Pet Dorm was
recently denied the privilege of obtaining housing for the various pet owners
on campus. Sarah Moldenhauer '93,
coordinator of the Pet Dorm, did not
wish to comment on the current situation. Ms. Moldenhauer merely stated
that the Trustees had not approved of the
Pet Dorm and that she intends to appeal
the descision. The Trustee's decision
reflects the apparent violation of the 19901991 Student Handbook policy concerning pets on campus, "Undergraduates
are not permitted to have animals on the
Trinity College campus, or in any of its
buildings except where a specific disability so requires."
Although many students already
have pets on campus, having a Pet Dorm,
would only condone this; if not encourage it. i

Murder...
continued from page 1

Safety will be "increasing our diligence."
He pointed out that both crimes "did
not involve any college property or individuals."
"We encourage caution and awareness. Stay aware of your environment
andfollowcrimeprevention techniques,"
said Mr. Kelly.
He reported that while these two
crimes attracted attention, the number of

w m stoio for Ihv Kni-ppel Student
Center.
Diiector David May say. thai
changes will be instituted to
increase sales. Marriott is
struggling to cover the costs
of labor and management
during weekend shifts at the
center. He emphasized that
rather than close the center,
"I'm Irving an offensive
approach "
From Mr. May's perspective, low 'ifilos are an
indication thai' thciv isn'ra
need for service" <it Kuep- j
pel,or lh.it "lheseivio.ijus.t
isn't correct" Assuming
that an alternative icrviio
mayinrreru-i- •'luileM inlurt»t. Mr WayhasbcundevelopingnewflMti'gipslorthr
Koeppel center. lie wonderb whelhfi student*
would prefera convenience
s-tori1, rather tlnin <i grill and .suggests
that the store wmjld offer a variety ot
snacks, cereals and breads, and perhaps health and beauty necessities,
other crimes around campus has actually dropped.
"Those who have been victims of
crime have not been using the shuttle,
traveling in groups> using the: safety
phones. Don't just thinkitwillhappen to

dependingonstudentinterest. The transfer plan would be continued at Koeppel
ll"

but nu\st likely-.Indians vuiulii pnyiii^h
ii>r Iho store's produi e. With rui^ifds lo
priies, \lii) say-, thov iviJ] be. mm parable
to Itxal convtmenci1 stores.

> . ^ . •

>

sponse of students to changes at the
center. Mr. May encourages reaction,
emphasizing llwl although fond service dl Kooppel cannot continue without an incwdse in student interest, the
changes he hopes to initiate will be
flexible and responsive lo the custom-

s

Mr \f.jy assorts, that "nothing is set
in stone," and that he is definitely intereslod m student input. Marriott is drafting a survey which will elirit the resomeone else," admonished Kelly.
Lt. Lewis said that the police have
few leads and asked that if anyone has
any information on the murder, they
contact him at 527-6300, extension231,i

or-.' needs.
"No one here at Marriott would
have a job without the students/' he
said. H

Help want

I K E D1UGSIMO LOSE ILL
YOUi F1E1DS,
aw

CAN HOBBES
LIVE- IN MY ROOM
NEXT YEAR?

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE HOUSING LOTTERY?
CALL THE 5 - 9 LINE

297-2529

SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
:• 5PM-9PM

If yiiu think drugs cost a kit
now, wait until after college.
They could cost you a career.
Last year alone. America's

businesses lost more than $(il)
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be
administering drug tests.

Failing the test means you won't
be considered for employment.
And that's one hell of a price
to pay.

WM. FHTT1MBIMM OUT W BUSiESS.
Partnership for ii Drug-Free Ameiiai
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NEWS
A Proposed New Pub For Trinity
•BYERIKAHEISE
A new watering hole may be in
Trinity's future. The Subcommittee for
Social Environment Issues, a division of
the Strategic Planning Committee, has
recently held forums exploring student
needs and interests with respect to the
College's social climate. As a result,
Trinity may get a new pub for students
who want an alternative to fraternity
parties.
e

®

The subcommittee will examine the
strengths and weaknesses of the present
social life and how effectively it facilitates student interaction, while encouraging the intellectual, social, and cultural development of the Trinity community. A women's caucus was formed

on Wednesday, April 10th to address the
role of women in the existing social
Alcohol consumption, gender relations,
faculty interaction and questions regarding existing spaces for social interaction
were addressed. Several of these issues
were also discussed at the open forum,
where some suggested that transportation be provided in order to encourage
students to frequent the city more often
and explore other channels of entertainment such as concerts, clubs, cultural
and artistic productions, and sporting
events.
Neither meeting debated the existence of fraternities and sororities; rather,
the majority of students were interested
in supplementing the existing social
environment.
The women's caucus addressed the
problem of space; most agreed that the

Elton/Jones Freshman Dorms
continued from page 3

of class comraderie that many upper
classmen were denied and indicated that
some upperclassmen were even jealous
of lacking such a freshmen housing
opportunity. She said that incoming
freshmen were especially anxious to live
with future classmates.
"We have many more requests
to live in Freshman dorms than we have
spaces— probably twice the number of
requests as spaces," Dow reported. "Last
year about 100 freshmen were involved,
this year about 225, and next year about
200 will be involved."
Peter Friedman '94, a resident
of Jarvis, enthusiastically exclaimed, "Its
great. I love it! I couldn't think of a better
experience for a freshman than freshman .
housing."
Virginia Ross '94, another Jarvis
resident, said, "It made people much
more comfortable to be here. The others
(those not in Freshmen housing) didn't
know their hallmates nearly as well."
A Jones resident, Amanda
Kauff '94, agreed with her Jarvis counterparts. I really like it. I've been able to

make a lot more friends. I haven't gone
to a lot of University 101 programs, but it
(the dorm) has really helped to unify us.
There really seems to be a lot more room
for fun," she said.
Nick Blum '94, a freshman who
did not participate in the Freshman
Experience, said that his dormitory was
unpleasant to live in.
"The first day of schoolmyMom
didn't want to come in because she
thought that there might be guys walking around naked. Then she ran in because she said that there were rats outside. I didn't really enjoy living here. I
didn't really like the upper classmen on
my hall. I guess I would have rather
lived with freshmen," said Blum!
Cassandra Burns '93, who will
be the Resident Coordinator (RC) for
Elton and Jones next year, expressed
enthusiasm about her upcoming respbsibility.
"It should be a busy, exciting
area to work in. They will be well supervised and and this will be great for class
harmony. I'm looking forward to this a
lot. It'll be a real challenge," she said. I

Students For Better Housing......

continued from page 1

Dorm by its organizers, will possibly
house the Community Service Coordinator, an Activist-In Residence, and
students in a related freshman seminar,
explained Mark Zafra '93, who will be
the first semester Resident Assistant in
the dorm. The activist, coordinator, and,
perhaps another Hartford community
member are yet to be named.
Advertisements for the Music Dorm
exclaim "No Noise Complaints!" but this
is not all it has to offer according to
organizer Ahin Savara '93. Mr. Savara
said, "musical groups often form in
fours," thus making a dorm with quads
compatible with the effort. There are two

study lounges in the building, one of
which will be used as a practice studio.
This year's most controversial new
program dorm is the Pet Dorm. While
many people envision an unclean, unsafe zoological habitat, organizer Sarah
Moldenhauer'93 countersby stating that
the idea is not to have "a dorm with pets
in it," but rather, "a special learning
program." Ms. Dow explicitely outlined
the requirements for dog owners including satisfactory health, cleanliness, and
passage of the American Kennel Club's
test for acceptable temperment. Though
this particular program is currently on
hold, Ms. Dow expressed her belief that
the dogs who would live in a pet dorm

College lacked a sufficient student union—an area for socializing and enjoyingnumerous variety of parties, concerts
and other social activities. As one student noted, "You go to the Cave for
meals, between classes, to work or for
study breaks—the last thing you want to
do is hang out there on weekends."
When encouraged by committee
members, Robin Sheppard and Diane
Martell, to describe an ideal social setting, students suggested a pub where
everyone would like to party: food,
moderate alcohol consumption, and a
variety of music and bands were a must.
Also, suggestions included creating
multiple rooms: one to dance, another to
eat and drink and a third with couches
where students could take a break from
the noise and talk. It was emphasized
that the success of the center depended
on the level of student involvement in its
creation. The students insisted that their

opinions concerning its decor, atmosphere and style were a crucial factor for
determining its success.
Ideally the envisioned social center
would become a place which appeals to
people with a variety of tastes and interests. Many thought that the social environment at Trinity would be improved
by a non-affiliated student club because
it would provide a relaxed party scene
and pub-like atmosphere where large
numbers of students could gather with
friends, and expand their social circles
by getting to know others who they might
only see in the classroom or at meals.
Most in attendance agreed that a
student center which sufficiently provides this kind of setting would be an
enjoyable area to socialize and would
supplement the existing environment by
regularly providing innovative entertainment. 1

SGA Proposes New
Diversity Requirement
The Student Government Association (SGA) has proposed a new Cultural
Diversity Requirement to be amended
on to the existing distribution requirements. Such a requirement would be
designed to assure that students enrolled
in at least one course that focused, according to the two-page proposal, either
on "cultures whose origins lie outside
the western tradition," or on "the nature,
workings, and consequences of prejudice and discrimination on the basis of
race, gender, class, religion, or sexual
orientation." Designed to start with the
Class of 1995, this requirement could be
fulfilled by a course that was also used to
satisfy another distributional requirement, so that it does not necessarily add
to the required work load.
"The current requirements outline
what is necessary for a liberal arts education," said David Friedman, president of
the SGA, "How can we ignore such a
fundamental part of a balanced education?" The proposal's rationale continued that theme by stating that late twentieth century education requires "a sophisticated understanding in the global
human existence." The proposal hopes
to emphasise the variety of perspectives
that exist when studying these issues,

such as "awareness/appreciation of other
cultures and societies through the study
of history or thought,., .issues of understanding cultural differences by focusing on various societal approaches to:
gender, ethnicity, race, sexual orientation, religion, and social order, ...[and]
issues engendered by the negative manifestations of prejudice and discrimination and its effects on both individuals
and community."
The SGA has compiled a list of 81
courses to be offered next year that will
fulfill the proposed requirement, ranging from Asian art to Latin American
politics, and from Arab-Israeli conflict
to Afro-American literature. In a survey
the SGA conducted, 67% of students said
that they had taken, or were planning to
take, one of the courses that satisfies the
proposed requirement, so that it would
not fundamentally alter student course
selections.
When asked why such a requirement
was proposed, Mr. Friedman explained,
"After the tension on campus last year it
seemed that education was one good
way to counteract it. What we're trying
to do is institutionalise a solution to some
of the misunderstanding that exists. It's
not a big change, it's a principled stand.
We have a responsibility to incorporate
these issues." B

might be "better behaved than some of
the residents we have in High Rise."
As for the future of special program
dorms, what does the future hold? That
depends in part on the success of the new
experiments. Are there still places on
campus that students can "just find a

good room?" Definitely, albeit fewer.
To all the controversy over new programs taking over campus dormitories,
Ms. Dow responds, "I'm fully aware that
this is probably upsetting to many students." But, she continues, "What is our
mission here?" H

BY RAN BARTON
COPY EDITOR

DO You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit carts In the w>rld...Vlsa® and MasterCard*
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WORLD AND NATION
Kurd Situation Puts
M O S E I S L E Y United States In Bind
by Bill Ghent
When I was is third grade, my
teacher devised a project through which
we were to learn about Native Americans, more commonly referred to in those
days as Indians. My class made some
sort of booklet for each of four groups—
the Great Plains Indians, the Woodland
Indians, the Southwest Indians, and the
Northwest Indians. These booklets
helped us better understand the types of
homes these Indians had lived in, the
type of food they once ate, and their
manner of dress. We then had our
Thanksgiving dinner, eating both Indian
food (deer) and American food (turkey)
that we (our parents) had prepared.
Simply, delicious. Iguesswewereyoung,
prototypical multiculturalists.
When it came to the topic of
how the Indians disappeared, we were
told that Americans had driven them off
their land through violent skirmishes
which were backed up by the Westerns
our grandparents watched all the time
on cable. Indian reservations were probably discussed, but the problems of governmental or local intervention were ignored, and we were happy to know that
ancient Indian burial sights, on which
the state of Illinois had built museums
for revenue, were alive and well, waiting
for us to explore them. We were ignorant
of Native American wishes, left blind
from pamphlets which, in trying to tell
us something about Indian life, ignored
their sorrow and extinction, both present
and past.
Perhaps it was the success of
Dances With Wolves (a movie I have not

yet been able to see) or the inspiring talk
given by Angela Davis at Trinity last
week (in which she discussed the all too
true absurdity of a celebration of
Columbus's arrival in the Americas 500
years ago) that gotme thinking about the
current Native American situation and
encouraged me to dedicate at Mos Eisley
to current problems within the Native
American community.
- The daily-life.of the Native
American is in great need of restructuring. Some quick facts: 1) Life expectancy
in some tribes in but 45 years, 2) the
leading cause of death is alcoholism, 3)
Native Americans have the lowest per
capita income of any ethnic group in the
United States. Poverty and unsanitary
conditions have left the Native Americans a plagued people in a country which
prides itself on equal opportunity. The
traditional belief that the U.S. government takes care of Native Americans
through their "reservationist" policies is
wrong.
One of the biggest problems is
the BIA, the Bureau of Indian affiars, a
167 year old agency which is in charge of
"everything from tribal courts and
schools to social services and law enforcement" has a horrible record of corruption and waste and was recently
ranked 90th on the government's list of
least respected angencies. (The Indian
Health Service was close behind.) Thus,
Native Americans have developed a new
sense of self-determination, as they define it, to help win back human rights
long dented them by people across the
country. Said Dale Riesling, chairman of

the 2,000-member Hoopa Valley Tribe
in northern California, "Indians are the
most regulated people in the world. Selfdetermination means that we are completely free to set our own direction and
goals, basically our own destiny."
This they have done through
the legal system, a method often ignored
byJNfative Americans for any number of
reasons over the past 200 years. The
nation's 700 Native American lawyers
are busy finding legal means to re-attain
land or burial rights for those tribes
subjugated by outside forces. "There
has been been more litigation in the past
20 years than in the previous 200, " said
John Echohawk, executive director of
the Native American Rights Fund.
Preserving a heritage seems to
be the goal of the Native American
population, and this goal centers around
land. According to the January 14 issue
of Time magazine, "many tribes believe
their ancestors emerged from an underworld through a hole in the earth known
as the sipapu. Their religion, their art,
and their well-being are tied to the land
they have guarded and revered. Now,
many generations after white settlers
bribed, swindled, and threatened thousands of Native Americans out of millions of acres, they are determined to
seek restitution."
But when Native Americans
claim land rights, American citizens
claim doEars and recreational needs. Last
year in Quebec, Mohawks held off a
charge of police and army troops in a
demonstration against golfers who were
putting into their ancestors' graves.
Another battle in northern Wisconsin
was fought over fishing rights in Lake
Minocqua. Local fisherman believe that
Native American insistency on
spearfishing will deplete the supply of
walleyed pike, reducing the number of
sport fishermen in the area. Other problems exist between some tribes and
museums which have acquired Telics
without the permission of the Native
American population. Many tribes hold
the belief that one cannot res t until proper
burial has been observed; chipping at
bones and pottery is not considered
proper burial.
One step forward in this mess
was taken by the Smithsonian Institution and some other universities. They
have agreed to give back identifiable
relics to tribes who want to put their
ancestors' remains to a peaceful rest.
President Bush also signed a bill last
November which would require museums to return relics to tribes wanting
them. But the economic fight continues,
with only the Constitution to delegate
Native American rights to privacy and
preservation of culture. •
Reconciliation, given past history, will certainly take some time, and
Native American autonomy will still
depend on U.S. willingness to grant them
such. "Little Kuwaits," as reservations
are now being called, must be liberated,
and their inhabitants must be given the
freedom they deserve. The two types of
Americans, the really old and the really
new, could finally achieve some sort of
lasting, amicable relationship.

Do We Have Moral Obligation To
Help Iraq's Straggling Rebels?
DBYJAYBARBA
World and Nation Writer

Wars do not solve problems;
they cause more. The victory in the Persian Gulf might have seemed nice and
tidy; but, in reality, it has and will cause
a whole mess of new problems in the region. One of these problems has already
surfaced. What should we do about the
Kurds?
Before and during the war,
George Bush encouraged the Kurds,
amongst other groups in Iraq, to rebel
against Mr. Hussein's regime. But now,
as their rebellion is slowly being crushed
by the more powerful army of Iraq, the
Kurds feel betrayed by the United States.
As Firiad Hiwaizi, an exiled Kurdish
leader, told the New York Times, "All the
hope was in outside assistance-the
Americans and the Allies. Otherwise I
would not have asked my friends to rise
up." Although evidence points otherwise, Mr. Bush now claims that he never
meant to encourage the Kurds to revolt.
With knowledge provided by the United
States, British special forces established
contact with Kurdish rebels to destabilize the Iraqi regime. And the CIA is
reported to have set up a radio station in
Saudi Arabia to encourage the Kurds to
revolt, even as recently as March 29. In
reviewing this, Mr. Bush seems to be saying "Just Kidding."
The Kurds are a separate people
without their own country, and have
been oppressed in the countries that they

have resided throughout history. As our
country did nothing when Saddam
Hussein gassed the Kurds in 1988, we are
doing nothing for them now as thousands are fleeing through the mountains
from the approaching helicopters of Mr.
Hussein's regime. Since we decided to
solve the Persian Gulf crisis with warfare
instead of diplomacy, we now have a
moral responsibility to take care of the
problems that have been caused by this
warfare. I am not saying that we should
help the Kurds fight Saddam Hussein; I
think we have seen that war in the Middle
East solves nothing. Having the Kurds in
power in Iraq could be worse than Mr.
Hussein's regime. I do feel that we have
put the Kurds in a horrible position, and
it should be up to us to help get them out.
There are thousands of Kurdish refugees
on the Iraqi border, and we should help
them find a new home through international pressure on the countries which
border Iraq. And since we still have air
superiority, we could help cut down on
the number of Mr. Hussein's helicopters
killing Kurds in Northern Iraq. The
United States cannot just wash its hands
of this whole situation.
All you war advocates might
feel really smug right now, but the problems in the Middle East are far from
solved. The decision to attack instead of
negotiating a peace spawned new problems, from a worsening of the Palestinian
problem to the Iraqi Kurds' resurgence,
and it should be our moral responsibility
to help solve these problems as they arise.
War is never a simple solution.H
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WORLDAND NATION
What Do Your Congressmen Have In Common
With E.T.,Zebra Mussels, and Methane Emissions?
• BYI.MATEIPAUN
World and Nation Writer

In the coming months, things
will pretty much return to their preKuwait status, yes, even in Congress.
Once again the "budget deficit crisis"
will be brought up, a congressman will
call for the enchainment of Japanese
exports, East Coast Liberals will demand
more taxes, while the Conservatives will
call for their perennial tax cuts. Familiar,
isn't it? It will be a continuum of the
same whining and crying over useless
appropriations for ridiculous projects

which America cannot afford, while
everyone begs to be portrayed as a
"Budget Buster."
It is grand time for this annual
financial orgy to come to a permanent
. end. Enough of lackadaisical legislators
with a toosh to protect! Enough of these
so-called "charity cases!" The U.S. government is not the Salvation Army, nor
is it the Sierra Club (though certainly,
bo th are worthy institutions in their own
right).
For those of you who wonder
what I'm talking about here are some
figures to put Congress in a new perspective:

- $18 Million to study methane
emissions from cows;
- $1.3 Million to study Zebra
Mussels;
- $2.8 Million for a fish farm in
Stuttgart, Ark.;
-$6.1 Million for extraterrestrial
research;
- $1 Million for a study on "Cigarette and Little Cigar Safety."
But there is more. The farm
subsidy bill has been expanded to a record high of $54 BILLION! Furthermore,
every attempt to cut the budget has been
received with a strong rebuff. One congressman, Rep. Bob Walker of Pennsyl-

President Gorbachev Goofs Again
Boris Yeltsin Challenges Soviet Leader's Autonomy
• BY AFSHAN ASGHAR
Asst. World and Nation Editor

As former President Richard
Nixon was wrapping up a tour of the
Soviet Union, he remarked that Mikhail
Gorbachev was a " brilliant politician."
The Soviet people, however, are beggining to refer to their once respected premier with less complimentary names.
Frustrated by his inadequate reforms
and false promises, 10,000 Muscovites
ignored his ban on demonstrations last
week and poured into the streets carrying pictures of their new hero, Russian
President Boris Yeltsin, and demanding
that Mr. Gorbachev resign. Even the
striking coal miners defied a Soviet government order to return to work and demanded Gorbachev's resignation.
Mr. Gorbachev retaliated by
bringing out 50,000 Interior Ministry
troops and physically ended the demonstrations. But the fearless protests of
the Russian people convey an alarming
message. Complacency is out and they
wish to be heard. This time they may
stop at nothing.
Mr. Gorbachev goofed by increasing the price of essentials such as
meat and bread and other necessary
goods. In fact, prices have gone up between 100 and 200 percent. The idea is to
eliminate state subsidies, stimulate production, and move the planned economy towards a free market system. But
the Soviet government prepared few
measures to cushion the blow to shoppers, and strikes seemed to "errupt."
Many believe that it was in anticipation

of this reaction that Mr. Gorbachev declared a ban on protests in the capital.
The coal miners' strike, which
started in the summer of 1989, is the first
known strike in Soviet history and is
damaging the already weak Soviet economy. Since March 1, about one forth of
the nation's mines have stopped working, and the shortfall in coal-fired energy has already cost more than $140
million lost in industrial production.
Earlier, Mr. Gorbachev used
the economic discontent of the miners
as an excuse to shake the lethargic bureaucracy. Mr. Gorbachev promised
the miners higher pay and better benefits, and thus was able to stop their antiestablishment drive. But the miners
saw through his scheming and have
emerged with even greater force than
before. What proves to be even more
dangerous for Mr. Gorbachev is that the
miners are strong Yeltsin supporters.
The public unrest has been
giving a great boost to Mr. Yelsin's cause.
Public opinion has already established
Mr. Yeltsin as the most popular political
figure in the country. Mr. Yeltsin's public
demands that Mr. Gorbachev resign
prompted Mr. Gorbachev's conservative supporters to call a special congress
of the Russian Republic's Parliament to
get rid of Mr. Yeltsin.
However, Mr. Gorbachev
played straight into Mr. Yeltsin's hands.
The day that Congress opened, Mr.
Yeltsin's supporters organized a rally.
When Mr. Gorbachev banned such demonstrations, Mr. Yeltsin declared that
the Soviet President's use of force was
unconstitutional and an insult.
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Both conservative and liberal
Russian deputies agreed with this. Congress voted 532-280 to demand that Mr.
Gorbachev revoke the ban.
Last week's events have been
damaging to Mr. Gorbachev's integrity.
Not only is he accused of turning Russians against Russians but also of bringing the country to a near fatal state of
economic collapse.
Meanwhile, Mr. Yeltsin is winning over the people's confidence, and he
hopes to be elected President in direct
elections later this year. In comparison
with Mr. Yeltsin, Mr. Gorbachev "lacks
political legitimacy." If he continues to
call out the troops like he did last week, he
may have no support left at all. B

vania, out of frustration and a sense of
wit, proposed a bill to cut the budget by
.00000000002 percent, an amount which
came out to be less than $20. It too, was
defeated!! If even $20 is too much to
cut, imagine the reaction when "real"
cuts are proposed.
The hypocrisy even extends
to our nation's security and defense.
For example, calls have come for eliminating the B-2 bomber and reducing
our navy— both crucial elements in
projecting American power. And when
the question of sharply curtailing our
bases and forces abroad is presented,
congressmen dandily submit, but when
it comes to closing bases in their own
district, it is akin to asking them to
convert to Marxism— the outrage is
incredible. This is as if an army base in
North Carolina or an air force base in
Wyoming is more important than Subic
Bay in the Phillipines or Diego Garcia in
the Indian Ocean!? Which is more likely
to be of any strategic importance? Last
I heard, the Soviets could hardly keep a
few rabble rousing republic under
control, much less invade North Carolina or bomb Wyoming!
Yet, behind this barrage of incompetency and stupidity, lies a serious political problem. Congress has
lost its political will. Good ideas come
and go all the time, but the will to
implement them is absent. Congressmen are out to protect their own jobs,
by putting the irrelevant interests of
their constituents ahead of important
national interests. Maybe Congress
should remember the words of Benjamin Franklin: "Resolve to perform
what you ought. Perform without fail
what you resolve." §3
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LENSLAB
Contact Lenses For Less

Fast, Convenient, Direct-to-You
savings of up to 50%. All Brands
and Prescriptions in stock, including Tints & Disposables.
Overnight shipments available.
Lenses 100% Guaranteed in factory-sealed vials.
Call for information and

'; STANLEY H. KAPLAN
a Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

FREE CATALOG.

800-726-7802
24 Hours
7Day*
1109 N. 21 tt Avo. Hollywood, ft 33020

For the location nearest you, call
800-KAP-TEST

TRINITY
C O 1 L S Q *

Student Government Association

WHAT HAS THE S.G.A.
DONE THIS YEAR ?
Acquired:
- a CAR for student organizations
- a COPY MACHINE in Mather
- a YOGURT MACHINE in Marriott
- a CHANGE MACHINE in Koeppel
- Two Macintosh Computers & Printer
in the Student Life Resource Center for student groups

Addressed:
- ALCOHOL ABUSE through the sponsorship of
creative programming during Alcohol Awareness Week.

- STUDENT EMPOWERMENT by supporting a
student movement for new office space.

- STUDENT RIGHTS by establishing a grandfather
clause within the new policy for the Pass/Fail Option.
- S E X I S M by sponsoring the drive to place the first
portrait of a woman in Hamlin Hall.
- R A C I S M by developing and endorsing a proposal to
form a Cultural Diversity Distribution Requirement.

' • • m'

Petitions and Job Descriptions NOW Available in the
S.G.A. Office in the Student Life Resource Center (1st fl. Mather)
PETITIONS DUE WED. APRIL17
ELECTION WED. APRIL 24
TOMORROW
*Make a Difference*Make a Difference*Make a Difference*Make a Differenee*Make a Difference*
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Wednesday April 17
"The Cultural Significance of
the Ghetto in Italian Jewry" by David
Ruderman, professor at Yale University.
4:30 pm. McCook Auditorium. Sponsored by the Barbieri Endowment for
Italian Culture.
"The Critical Theory / PostModernism Controversy,"a discussion of
current issues and controversies in critical theory by Stephen K. White, Associate Professor of political science, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. 4:30pm. Alumni Lounge,
Mather Hall.
Thursday April 18

"Feminism, Ecology and Peace:
An Alternative Vision of the World" by
Brigitte Schultz, assistant professor of
political science.' 12:15pm. Women's
Center, Mather Hall. .
"Can a Woman Scientist Have a
Life?" a panel discussion part of Women
Science month. 8pm. Rittenberg Lounge,
Mather Hall.
"Freedom and Constraint in the
Liberal Arts/' the Blanchard Means Lecture by Trinity President Tom Gerety.
8pm. Boyer Auditorium.

Thursday April 18
Reading by Turner Cassity,
whose collected poems include "The
Defence of the Sugar Islands" and

"Hurricane Lamp." 8pm. Alumni Lounge,
Mather Hall.

NEEDED: Tutors in Mathematics,
Science and English for the Connecticut
Pre-Engineering Summer Program. June
24- July 26,1991.8:30 am - 2:30 pm Monday - Friday on Trinity College Campus.
For more information and / o r interview,
call Naomi Amos, Dir. of Faculty Grants,
Ext 2010 or her assistant, Nina Lynch,
Ext. 2011.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT available for
summer legislative internships through
the William Cotter Congressional Internship Fund. For more information contact
Anne Lundberg Utz, Internship Coordi-

CAREERS FOR WOMEN :
IN AND OUT OF SCIENCE
•

•

• ApriI23 5 1991 •

nator.
INTERNSHIP INFORMATION SESSIONS for Fall 1991: Students interested
in doing an internship next fall are encouraged to attend one of the sessions
held before preregistration. The sessions
willbe: Friday, April 19 at 12:00 in Seabury
14; Monday, April 22 at 4pm in Seabury
4; and Tuesday, April 23 at 12:00pm in
LSC 132.

The Trinity College
Library Associates Announce
The Jerome P. Webster '10
Student Book Collectors Contest
Undergraduate students at Trinity
College are invited to submit entries for
this annual contest to Mr Stephen L.
Peterson, Librarian, on or before Monday April 22,1991. The collection must
be accompanied by a list of the titles in
the collection and a brief paragraph
explaining the purpose of the collection.
The entries will be judged by a
committee of Library Associates and
College faculty. Winners will be announced on May 1.
Three cash prizes of $150 $100
and $50 will be awarded. It is expected
that the contest winners will use their
prizes to augment their collections.
The prizes were originally
made possible through the generosity
and interest of Dr. Jerome P. Webster,
an alumnus in the Class of 1910 and one
of the founders of the Library Associates. The Board of Trustees of the Watkinson Library continues the contest in
his memory.

7-pm RIttenburg

Please.
Recycle
this Tripod
and all
other
newspapers
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the blue
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campus.

MODERATOR: Paula Russo
Assist. Professorof Mathematics
PANELISTS: Laura Shimshidian Class of '86
B.S. Biology, Attorney -Yeager & Barret

Brenda McNamara
Sr. Engineer Pratt & Whitney
Marja Hurley
Assoc. Dean and Director of
Minority Student Affairs at the
U Conn Heaith Center
Susan Stanczyck Class of '83
BS. Chemistry, PhD Candidate
Wesleyan University
This program presented by: the Biology Club, the Women'? Center, the Women's Studies
Program, the Engineering and Computer Sciences Dept.. the Chemistry Dept.,
the Biology Dept., the Physics Dept., the Math Dept., the Chemistry Society,.
the Society of Women Engineers, and the Dean of Faculty.

A Reception sponsored by the Bio Club, the Chem Society, and the Society
for Women Engineeers to follow.
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Get $500 to use as cash back or a down payment
Plus pre-approved creditforqualified college graduates.
After years of midterms and final exams, your New
Ford even easier, we can show you other special incentives
England Ford Dealer doesn't think buying a car should
that may apply.
be another difficult test.
So visit your New England Ford Dealers. Because,
That's why we offer students graduating between
as you travel down the road to success, there's one thing
October 1,1989 and December 31,1991 the Ford College
you should know.
Graduate Purchase Program.
It's easier if you drive.
Four-year college grads, grad school graduates
The Ford College Graduate Purchase Program.
and grad school students are eligible for
For More Information Call:
$500 cash back and pre-approved credit
1-800-321-1536. To qualify you must
on every 1990, '91, and '92 Ford car
take delivery by December 31,1991.
and light truck in stock.
Plus, to make buying a new
FORD DEALERS

]^EW ENGLAND
FORD

'Additional Ford vehicles nut pictured but included in this program are Crown
Victoria, ['Series Pick-Up, Bmnco. Econuline, and Club Wagwi.
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ARTS
Robert Kirschbaum's Temple Gates
Exhibition Opens To Large Crowd
•

BY MAHLON K.STEWART
Arts Editor

In one of the most attended art
openings in Widener Gallery, Robert
Kirschbaum, Associate Professor of Fine
Arts and Director of Studio Arts at Trinity, celebrated the hanging of the Gallery's
exhibition of his own works. The exhibition is entitled Temple Gates, and it will
continue to show until the 28th of this
month. Deriving from scientific, architectural, and philosophical precursors,
Kirschbaum's artwork is at once antique
in heritage and abstractly contemporary.
We are reassured that
Kirschbaum's ideas run to extraordinary
depths, and in fact, we may see his art not
only as a resurrection of quatrocento
neoplatonism, in which he becomes a
legitimate successor of Piero Delia Francesca and Alberti, but also as an embodiment of Indian culture, early JudeoChristian art and early Judaic wisdom,
particularly that of the Kabbalah .
"I prefer art that demonstrates,
rather than art which illustrates," Kirschbaum remarks. He then refers to a part
of the Kabbalah which describes points in
space expanding as line and circle, elements prevalent in his paintings. Kirschbaum does not acquiesce to giving labels
within his work, the subtle here is more
revealing than the obvious.
Much like Jasper Johns, Robert
Kirschbaum's paintings contain elements
at once recurring, but also cryptic and

hidden. Thankfully though, Kirschbaum
will excitedly discuss the origins of his
art, whereas we await the expert revelations of Johns' newest hidden form.
Kirschbaum however, in revealing the
sources of his
creations, never
discloses the
messages imbued in his
works. It is this
paradox
of
knowing and
not
understanding... or
maybe understanding and
not knowing
which makes
the viewer continually investigating not only
the
works'
physical but
spiritual aspects.

balah appear frequently in differing sizes
and combinations, seemingly enigmatic,
but suggesting personal statements. At
the same time the large paintings (of
which there are three in this exhibition)
also confront one
as such would an
actual entryway.
Having readily
identifiable architectural charac. ters, the paintings
inescapably have
a relationship to
. the human body,
practically breaking down into
body parts.
Curated
byJohannReusch,
the placement of
, smaller works
across from the
. larger works pres..' ents again a ques' tionofperspective
which harmonizes
with the content in
M or e
Kirscbaum's art. I
abruptly
suggest taking a
t h o u g h ,
close
look
at
this
exhibition as
Kirschbaum's larger paintings seem to
Kirschbaum's
technique
is also interesturge the viewer to make spatial comparisons between shapes and objects within ing. As you stand back from the work,
the paintings themselves. Small squares also take a closer inspection. It is posreferring to number symbols in the Kab- sible for one to find solace in these works.

To reserve tickets for performances,
call the Box office at the Austin Arts Center: 297-2199

This Friday and Saturday student
dancers will perform original works by
both faculty and student choreographers
as part of this year's Spring Dance Reps
Concert. This years concert is particularly diverse in its cultural origins with
dance and music ranging from the Hip

Student Dancers
Prepare for
Spring Dance
Reps Concert
Scheduled for
this Weekend in
Goodwi]

Hop style to Chinese stick dancing. One
piece that strikes particular interest is
that called "A Question of War", staged
by Judy Dworin and performed by her
Intro to Dance class. This years concert
seems well organized and exciting. 40
students are participating, some of which
are probably your friends. H

Through April 20-Senior Exhibition: Jane Blair Rossheim
Mather Art Space, 2nd Floor Mather.
April 15-19-Senior Exhibition: Christine Markatos
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center.
April 19 and 20-Student Dance Concert
The Spring Dance Reps presented by the
Department of Theater and Dance. Featuring Trinity
College faculty and student choreography. Austin Arts
Center's Goodwin Theater, 8pm. Performance Pass
Event. See article.

Hot Fu3ge Sundae by Jane Blair Rossheim '91

Through Sunday, April 28-Exhibition
Temple Gates. Paintings and Prints by abstract
painter Robert Kirschbaum. Austin Arts Center's
Widener Gallery. See article.
Through September 30-Exhibition
Bird Study and Book Illustration, 1476-1793.
Watkinson Library. Free Admission.
Through May 15-Exhibition
From Napoleon to Petrie: The Development of
Egyptology in the 19th Century.
Watkinson Library. Free Admission.

Poet Turner Cassity will give a reading of his poetry, in the Alumni
Lounge on Thursday, April 18 at 8pm. A reception will follow.
Cassity was born in Jackson Mississippi in 1929, and attended Millsaps
College Stanford University and Columbia University. He claims he received
his education in the United States Army and the South African Civil Service.
Since 1962 he has worked at Emory University Library in Atlanta.
He has published five books of poetry including his latest collection,
Bewtween The Chains, which will arrive on the scene in 1991.
His .poems have appeared in Poetry, Southern Review, Sewnee Review,
Kenyon Review, Yale Review and others. M
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BYMONAMENNEN

Welcome back from your vacation. I hope that you had the chance
to read a book or two over the break as
I did. I was particularly glad to see one
of the books I had reviewed on the
shelves of the Calgary Airport. In fact,
I was sort of excited.
Before continuing with my
next review I thought it might be a
good idea for you to know what kind
of books I prefer. This way you will
have an idea of whether you can trust
my recommendations... or not.
1. Red Dragon and The Silence of the Lambs by Thomas Harris.
Both of these books were so scary that
I had to put them down. With the new
movie out, The books are easy to find
in stores. They read pretty quickly
because you have to finish them before
you scare yourself to death.
2. Love in the Time of Cholera
by Gabriel Garcia-Marquez. This is a
well written book that is so touching it
almost made me cry. Garcia-Marquez
writes a vivid account of life and love.
3. Tlie Witching Hour by
Anne Rice. This is a hew book about
centuries of witchcraft. It follows a
family of witches from Europe to New
Orleans. Extremely interesting, but
very long.
4. Lonesome Dove by Larry
McMurtury. Perhaps the best book I
have ever read. It is the story of two
men taking their outfit and cattle up
North from the Rio Grande. This book
has everything: humor, tenderness,
good shoot-outs and a Pulitzer Prize;

As for this week's review:
The Book of Sequels: The Greatest
Stories Ever Retold!

by Henry Beard, Christopher Cerf,
Sarah Durkee, and Sean Kelly.
Random House, $16.95
Here is a book from the imaginative minds of the American Sequel
Society. Amusing, and good for light
reading, the writers of thebookparody
the recent trend to draw things out (i.e.,
are we up to Friday the Thirteenth Part
6 or 71), and in the process they avoid
the tedium that sometimes accompanies sequels.
Reminding me of a Far Side
anthology in its appearance, The Bookof
Sequels is well laid out, and the material
inside takes another look at many classics.
There are pieces such as "Thus
Joked Zarathustra", "I Was a Teenage
Beowulf" and "Machiavelli'sPrincess".
There is also the "The Myth of Sisyphus" video game (very hard to win)
and a make-your-own sequel game.
The funniest parts are actually the titles,
some of which fall a bit short. For
example: "Slaughterhouse Five-o",
"The Return of the Gift of the Magi",
"Paul's Chain-Letter, to the Corinthians" and "The one Bullet Manager".
Their initial ideas are witty
but I soon got bored reading them.
They did not move as quickly as I
thought they would (not that the
Nietzsche version does). The book's
price is a turn-off, and I do not suggest
buying it. But, if you see it in a store,
take a look at it. HI

More Dance Pictures! Go to the Spim« Dance t omerl This Weekend

Street Fighting by Tito Victoriano, in his newest exhibition at the Pump House
Gallery

Hartford Art Scene
Wadsworth Atheneum
Through June 16: Renaissance to Rococo
A new installation of highlights of the Renaissance,
baroque and rococo periods which brings a different focus to
the "cremedela creme" of themuseum's European collection.
Through July 14:"The Legend of John Brown by Jacob Lawrence"
Prints by painter Jacob Lawrence depicting scenes
from the life of the pre-Civil War, anti slavery activist John
Brown. This new addition to the Atheneum's collection will
be on viewin the American art gallery, on the third floor.
Pump House Gallery
Through April 26: "A Day Full of Emotions"
An exhibition of the work of artist Tito Vitoriano.
Open Tuesday through Friday 11-2. The gallery is located on
Pulaski circle in the southeast corner of Bushnell Park.
Bronson & Hutensky Theater
Saturday April 27: Nosferatu and Dr. Caligari's Cabinet
The San-Francisco based Club Foot Orchestra will
perform live music in accompaniment to these two silent
films, both considered visually stunning, surreal and stylized
examples of the German Expressionist movement. The per
formances will take place at 7 and 9pm at 233 Pearl St. in
downtown Hartford. Both films will be shown at each per
formance. Ticket are $10, $8 for students, and can be reserved
by calling 232-1006.
Real Ait Ways
Friday April 19: Puerto Rican poet Martin Espada...
will give a reading of his past and present work at
8pm. Reviews of the poet's works have been outstanding. He
has been heralded as an "astonishing bold young poet" by the
New York Times Book Review. The reading will take place at
the Real Art Ways Gallery, 56 Arbor St. in Hartford. Tickets at
the door are $4, and $3 for member and students.

well-received production.

"I*

This week, the Office of Residential Life will take time to recognize and appreciate the hard work and
dedication of Residential Life Staff throughout the campus. We ask the students of Trinity College,
particularly those living in campus housing, to join us in letting the staff know how much we appreciate what
they do. We thank them for their contributions toward improving the quality of life at Trinity.
We have all seen at a personal level what R.A.s do for us. Residential staff provide Trinity's residential
community with Unit Events, Dorm Study Breaks, and All-Campus Programs. The programming
requirements focus on providing a sense of community on campus, as well as the creation of a • respectful
environment which promotes personal growth. That all takes time and effort to execute.
It also takes.a lot of time and effort to provide peer counseling, keep up with a busy meeting schedule,
do weekly dormitory inspections, and be on»call periodically. The R.A. position is as multi-faceted as
is a liberal-arts education.
The Residential Life Staff are a group of students who give a lot to the Trinity community. When June comes
and the residence halls are empty, the staff won't receive special medals for work well done, they won't have a
lot of money in their pockets, and they will most likely be exhausted both physically and mentally. Let us take
this week to appreciate all that they do.
In appreciation of all that the Residential Life Staff does, this advertisement is sponsored by: The Office of
Residential Life, The Department of Buildings and Grounds, The Office of the Dean of
Students, Campus Safety, and Academic Computing.
Thank You!
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Remember, Augie, Dogs Can Be Neutered
•

BY NANCY SWEENEY
Features Editor

Considering that it has been
almost a month since my last article, you
can imagine how much complaining I
have to catch up on.
Surprizingly
enough, I am dedicating this week's article to President Gerety's dog, "Augie."
You see, it's not every day that I am
privileged enough to meet the numberone, most ignorant living specimen on
the planet. So you can imagine my delight when I read Augie
the doggie's column in The
Observer last week (the
only publication that
makes even the Tripod
look good) which revealed an I. Q. so low that
officials from the Guiness
Book of World Records
will be road-tripping to
Trinity to test its authenticity.
In his column,
Augie (sometimes known
as Trinity freshman Jeff
Lyons) stated, in so many
words, that w o m e n
should stay locked behind
closed doors if they are
smart and do not want be ;
raped.
President
Yes, hard to believe, but there are life
forms on this campus who believe that
victims of sexual assault "choose" to be
raped because they "choose" to leave
their homes at some point in their lives.
Whichleadsme to today's topic
of discussion — but first — let's reminisce. Rememeber the message sent to
every student's phone /mailbox? It
stated, "think of six women closest to
you. Now guess which one willbe raped
this year." A female student responded

to this message by saying (in public —
can you believe it?), "I thought that was
really insensitive."
That's sad.
Remember during the all-greek
panel on sexual assault, one fraternity
member stood up and said, (in public —
can you believe it?) something to the
effect of, "I think we should all join together for this cause so administration
will get off our backs."
That's sad.
Remember the benefit concert
for the Harford Sexual Assault Crisis

should make one cry."
Each of these events occured
during sexual assault awareness week; a
week dedicated to helping victims of
sexual assault and to help put an end to
sexual assault altogether by educating
all of the ignorant Augies of the world.
Sounds like a pretty good idea, don't you
think? Best of all, this week is held not on
a remote island, far-off the coast of Taiwan, but right here on our very own
campus. Judging from the student response, one can only assume that an ugly
rumor surfaced which connected the
week, its whereabouts, and
,
a remote island, far-off the
, •>
coast of Taiwan.
Now for the
complaining: Where the hell
were you! Did you know it
was sexual assault aware1
ness week? Did you care?
Apparently not, and that's
the saddest thing of all.
Before we
embark on our really harsh
criticism of this school's ignorance as a whole, let us
address the three aforementioned examples. First, I'd
like to explain just how
small the number twelve really is. It's like, say you
lived in a Funston Quad,
and you and your roomGerety's dog Augie: Even PETA wants him dead.
mates each had two friends
over •— then suddenly —
Service featuring the Trinity Pipes, the' fifty people burst into your common room
Trinitones, and the Trinity Gospel Choir? and serenaded you for an hour. Or say
Of course you don't rememeber. Only that 500 people, in fact, were in the auditwelve students attended.
ence that fateful night — but just before
That's really sad.
the performers took stage—488 of them
For those of you who were walked out of the room.
raised somewhere lame (and not in BosOn to Miss '1 Can't Deal With
ton), Bostonians use 'sad' as a synomyn Reality.' What did you find so 'insensifor the phrase, "something which is so tive' about the phone message? I never
pathetic or shows so much ignorance
though of cold-hard facts as being parthat it induces laughter when it really
ticularly offensive. (One could argue,

however, that if I called you and ignoramous that would be both factual and
insensitive — so I guess you may have a
point.) The message was not insensitive.
Its purpose was to raise the level of sensitivity concerning sexual assault. What
the message should have said was,
"Think of four girls in your history class.
Now guess which one will be raped
during her years at Trin." That's right
folks, while 1 in 6 women are raped
every year, 25 percent of all college
women will be raped while trying to
obtain her degree.
Lastly, let's deal with the greek
panel. But before I begin, I must throw in
this disclaimer: "I am NOT anti-greek. I
do not think fraternitites should be kicked
off of campus." So don't flatter yourselves by thinking this article's purpose
is to abolish the greek system.
HOWEVER — being a member
of a ffraternity or sorority gives you both
the benefits and reponsibilites of being
part of the largest and most influential
student group on campus. The greek
system dominates Trinity's social life.
No one can deny that the crime of sexual
assault largely begins at fraternity parties. Greeks, therefore, have some control over the situation and thus are logically responsible to help end the problem of sexual assault.
Granted, greeks should just
WANT to end sexual assault because it is
BAD, but since that isn't motivation
enough ... my. advice to greeks is: ban
together and actively work to stop sexual
assault JUST SO ADMINISTRATION
WON'T KICK YOU OFF CAMPUS. A quick
look at the facts should make this issue
much clearer.
1. Administration is preparing
to give fraternities the boot.
2. The trustees are studying the
state of co-education at Trinity.
Please see Assault,, next page
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TV Real Estate Magnate Tom Vu Taught Me...

How To Win Friends And Influence People
•

BY JONATHAN HEUSER
News Staff Writer

Ever found yourself watching
late night T. V. and gotten wrapped up in
an a fascinating infomertial? I thought
that they were all alike— until I saw Tom
Vu.
Tom promises to make you
millions through real estate, and unlike
the other systems, Tom delivers cash fast
with nothing up front.
Tom is a capitalist. He says
money buys happiness, money buys
babes (in his words), money buys anything. He shows off his yacht, his Rolls,
his babes. Tom was coming to Hartford,
and I decided to be there to meet him.
I thought of a friend to accompany me. She was nice, preppy, cute,
and had a car: the typical Trinity girl. To
protect theinnocentlwon'tuseher name.
I'll just call her Princess.
Princess guided her car into the
lot at the Windsor Locks Howard
Johnson's between a mudsplattered

walks of life. Well, from many walks of
life. Okay— just people who were desperate or dumb enough to be taken in by
this kind of scam. Suddenly, there he
"was. Tom Vu: from a tent to a mansion,
from boat person to yachtsman, from a
Pinto to a Rolls— the man who, in a few
short years and with no money up front,
became a member of the "jet set
millionaire's club." I wanted it all, and
all Tom wanted from me was $1,495.00.
Reasonable? I thought so.
Tom Vu, "the Man, the Life, the
Mission," master manipulator of millions, began to work his magic. He asked
us all to stand and answer "Me" to the
next question we heard. "Who will be
the next happy Millionaire?" asked Tom.
"Me!" shouted the crowd enthusiastically. "Now turn around and congratulate your fellow Millioaires!"
The man in front of me, sporting an attractive pair of overalls and who
probably weighed 400 pounds, turned
around and stuck out a greasy hand.
"Congratulations!" He smiled. He had
no teeth. Princess screamed and jumped

HI ...and Apres-Vu.
pickup and a 1978 Checy Nova. My
anticipation grew. We hurried to the
main meeting room which was already
packed with anxious people from all

behind me.
Finally came the time for Tom
to let us in on his secret. This part of the
conference was so sensitive, Tom didn't

m Pre-Vu...
even trust himself. Tom popped a video
tape into a projector. Blank screen.
"I don't know much about video-1
just know making millions!" he said.
Truly a poet and philosopher.
Finally the
film started, and just
so we wouldn't mistakehis meaning, Tom
pantomimed along.
We
saw
slides of Tom: Tom in
convertable, Tom with
babes, Tom on yacht,
Tom with babes, Tom
in convertable with
babes, Tom on yacht
with babes, Tom with
babes in convertable
on yacht.
This guy knew
how to live.
Has money
brought Tom automatic happiness? Tom
answers this with a
question of his own:
"Would you rather be
sad without money or
sad and rich?"
Quoth Tom,
"A man from NBC
asked me a dumb question. 'Money isn't everything/ he said. I
straightened him out fast."
"Some people spend $50,000 on
a college education. I will make you mil-

lions for only $1,495.00." Obviously Tom
hasn't visited Trinity.
"Makeotherpeople'sbadnews
your good news. We've got bank failures on the East Coast, on the West Coast,
on the Middle Coast. Fordosures, divorce, death— happens all the time, and
I'm there," BUY DISTRESSED PROPERTY! The prophecy unveiled!
As we drove away, inspired and
ready to begin a new life, I attempted to
be reflective. "Being someplace like that
makes me really glad to be who I am," I
said.
"Beingin aplacelike that makes
you feel really snotty/' said Princess,
anxious to agree. "I felt so bad sitting
behind those big fat disgusting people."
It didn't exactly capture my sentiments,
but it would have to do.
Tom Vumay be capitalismrum
amuck, and I can't say that I like the idea
of him preying on those who can least
afford to be taken for $1500, but I suppose he is a sign that the American Dream
is still more or less possible to reach.
While we were returning from
our adventure in the Real World to Fortress Trinity, we passed a sign on the side
of the road. It read "Nobody Beats
America, Nobody."
Tom Vu wouldn't argue with
that and neither would I. We should all
count our blessings that we have the
opportunity to join thejetsetmillionaire's
club, and that we live in a country with
enough babes to go around. ®

What's So Funny About Peace, Love, and Understanding?
be debated. Hopefully everyone agrees
that no woman should ever be raped.
Hopefully
everyone agrees that no perIt seems to me that greeks can
either a) continue to do nothing and act son should ever be sexually abused or
like sitting ducks, or b) kiss some major assaulted and that everyone should be
administration and trustee butt by work- able to walk down any street, day or
night, in safety. Hopefully everyone is
ing against sexual assault.
How simple can it be? If every asking themselves, "What's so funny
greek on campus stood up and said, about peace, love, and understanding?"
"Sexual Assault is a problem that has to Unfortunately, the attitude on this camend," Trinity would make national head- pus seems to be, "Come on, Vogue."
Maybe that's the problem.
lines (no joke) and no one would vote to
Sexual
assault
awareness isn't fashionabolish a greek system which not only
does somethingworthwhile but is loved able. Many students think that being
against sexual assault means you're a
by the public and gives Trin great PR.
If we're going to continue radical, militant, lesbian, communist with
dreaming like this ... imagine if every an axe to grind. Being against sexual
student took an active stand on some- assault simply means that you believe no
thing other than "bring back mid-week one should ever violate anyone else's
parties." It's not like there's anything to body. That's not men-bashing and that's
Continued from previous page

not anti-fraternity and that's not radical.
That's common sense and anyone who
doesn't support Sexual Assault Awareness Week is suffering from ignorance of
the highest degree.
And believe me — Augie was
not alone. Some students actually refused to wear the 'There's No Safety In
Silence' pins. Wearing a pin says to all
victims of sexual assault, "What happened to you was wrong, and whether or
not you know me, I support you," If youwere one of those pin pin-heads, why
wouldn't you wear it? Are you prorape? Or were you afraid that ignorant
students would pin false stereotypes to
you?
And even if they did, why
would you care? Are you that insecure
about your self-worth? You know, if we

were in high school, you'd be the dork,
forever trying to "look cool." And although Trinity is very similar to high
school, it's a college, and that makes you
just a really stupid adult.
In all honesty, I should not be
taking quite such a holier-than thou
stance. But thank God there are students
here who organize panels, become peer'
counselors, hold 'Take Back the Night'
marches, and who have helped quell my
ignorance. Applause to everyone who
attended events that week and to every
member of every group who helped
sponser the week. Please do not let dogs
like Augie depress you. You are making
a difference.
And remember, dogs can always be neutered. H
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Team returns from Florida, starts season at 2-3

Men's Lacrosse Edges Out MIT At Trinity, 8-6
Dempsey
'93
physically slowed
down the opposing
After a successful 3-1 presea- Jumbos.
Moving
son outing in Florida, the Trinity Men's
Lacrosse team presently stand 2-3 in the on to Springfield
regular season.. Even with a winning College to chalpercentage under .500, Coach Darr be- lenge the number,
lieves, "we're a better team than our one ranked team in
record shows. We have a tough schedule New England, the
ahead of us but our confidence is build- Bantams were coning quickly.. I hope we stay mentally fident and well
preparedforallofourremaininggames." prepared. The
In their home opener against game was close
Colby, the Bantam offense came out throughout as the
slowly as the White Mules held a com- Bantams carried a
manding 9-2 halftime lead. Junior Ryan one goal lead adPHH i II ^mmm
^1
Martin's three second half goals brought vantage at the half.
mam.
mmm
Trinity within reach, but additional Colby It was not until late
mm m WnSm ill SSI
tallies earned them their first victory. A in the fourth quarpoor first half notwithstanding, Coach ter
that
Darr was still pleased with their second Springfield's scorhalf performance. Midfielder Tad Ha- ing erupted, leadzelton '92 had an impressive afternoon ing to a 14-11 Trin•if
with one goal and three assists.
•H
ity loss. John Men s Lacrosse scores a goal in ineir o-t> win over ivu i on Saturday
Francini
continued
In Trinity's second contest,
mate our opponents." This week Trinity
against Connecticut College, the Ban- to find his scoring touch as he notched pass to ice the game at 8-6.
tams again had trouble hitting the op- two goals and four assists, while Ryan
Happy with the team's last two has their hands full with two home games
posing net in the first half as they trailed Martin put on an outstanding offensive outings, Coach Darr said, "If we can play against Amherst and Williams. If the
by a 6-1 score. Trinity turned things show, finishing with six goals and one with the same intensity level, we're going Bantams stay determined and the ofaround in the second half with goals assist.
to be a contender. We have to attack fense still clicks, Trinity will mix things
from Joe Porto '93, Brian Oliver '93, and
"Ryan had a stellar perform- every game the same and not underesti- up in the ECAC playoffs. H
co-captain John Francini '91, but the five ance. The boy was simply on fire,"
goal deficit was too deep for the Ban- commented midfielder Tad Hazelton.
tams, as Connecticut held on to win 11-6. Back in action, goaltender Rotenstreich
After two discouraging defeats, stopped 22 Springfield shots.
Trinity traveled to Tufts and rebounded
This past Saturday, Trinity D BYTIM RICHMAN
with an exciting 15-14 victory in sudden hosted MIT and came out victorious with ., | Assistant Sports Editor
national championships.
:;
death overtime. With the Bantams in a a lackluster 8-6 win. The Bah"tarns opened
Our hockey team won the
:
I was watching the NCAA Men's
man-up situation, Francini scored his' the scoring first as Messrs. Martin, Ol- Basketball Championships a few weeks ECAC. North-South title game again this
third goal of the game at 1:12 into the iver, and freshman Mike Kastrud put ago when it dawned on me: I could year, and they are, undeniably, a great
overtime session to give Trinity the win. Trinity ahead 3-0. Four consecutive MIT never see a Trinity team competing for a team. And they were on a tremendous
Commenting on what was the key to the scores slowed the Bantam attack as the national championship of any kind. The role at the end of the season. There's no
game, Coach Darr said, "Our offense visitors from Cambridge went into
point isn't that small Division Three telling how they would have done in
attack finally came together," as Messrs. halftime with a 4-3 advantage. Trailing
schools get no television air time. The NCAA playoffs; and we will never know.
Francini and Martin each tallied five 6-5 in the fourth quarter, Martin marched
point is, the New England Small College Maybe they wouldn't have won it all, but
points, while sophomore Gordie Wis- through the MIT defense and netted his
they would have traveled to some new
bach led the scoring surge with four goals third goal, tying the score." With the Athletic Conference was founded with place and experienced things they might
of his own. With starting goaltender Jon Trinity fans roaring, and only three the academic athlete in mind; teams not have otherwise been able to see.
Rotenstreich '92 on the sidelines with an minutes remaining in the game, co-cap- cannot compete for national titles beBut instead, their season ended
injury, senior Mark Tenerowicz protected tain Jeff Hagopian' 92 sco oped up a Trin- cause it would take the students away with a league championship. End of
from
classes
for
to
o
long
a
perio
d
of
time.
the Bantam net very effectively as he ity rebound and fired a shot over the
Well, maybe it's just me, but, I story. Another school ended their seastopped 19 Jumbo shots. Trinity's de- goaltender's shoulder to put Trinity
think
that
Duke University has a better son with a tournament victory, only to be
fense played their best game to date as ahead. Seconds later, Hazelton provided
academic
reputation
than Trinity. Yet banned from NCAA competition. That
Matt Woods '92, Jason Masi '93, and Jeff insurance as he tallied from a Martin
their teams can compete for champion- school is Missouri. Missouri won the Big
ships. And the winner of the National Eight Conference Basketball tournament
Invitation Basketball Tournament this (beating eventual NCAA runner-up
past year was Stanford University, a Kansas along the way) but was prohibschool that certainly has a better aca- ited from participating in the NCAA
:
continued from back page
demic reputation than Trinity. But there playoffs because they're on probation
Trinity traveled to play an inferior Mount Holyoke team and
they were, playing basketball on ESPN, for various recruiting violations. So, it
pounded their, opponents 21-8. Sheppard noted that their second half was
winning a championship and having a feels like Trinity, too, is on probation.
a "constructive thrashing" as Lexi Rice was an unstoppable force notching
Pretty weird, considering we don't even
great time.
nine goals and three assists, Other multiple scorers were Sydney Brown with
give athletic scholarships.
The
students
on
those
teams
all
two, Grace Cragin, five, and Braxton Jones with four. Louise van der Does
But the really weird thing about
brought their books with them on the
made ten saves earning her third victory.
all
this
is
that,
even though our teams are
trips to games and spent mandatory
Trinity's fourth win came against a 4-1 Wesleyan team. Thirteen
banned
from
NCAA competition, indihours in study sessions each night. In
seconds into the game, Sydney Brown took a Robin Cook faceoff pass and
vidual athletes can compete in Champifact,
some
Stanford
studentseven
took
sped past the Wesleyan defenders for Trinity's first tally. Sheppard credited
tests by facsimile machine, while away onships. Individuals can spend time
their less conservative goalside defense with creating key Wesleyan turnfrom school. Maybe they didn't do quite away from school, missing important
overs. At the half, the Bantams led 7-4, spear-headed by Lexi Rice's four
as well, or maybe they did better, than class time, competing for victory. Most
goals. Senior defender Tinabeth Passaro had her best game of the season as
they would have had they been home, I won't win, but at least they were allowed
she held Wesleyan's second top sgorer to only two assists. Trinity's second
don't know. But think about the experi- to compete. However, our teams, which
half goals were scored by Margot Ring with three, Grace Cragin, two, and one
ences they had while on the road travel- could be considered as just a group of infrom Sydney Brown.
ing to various places to play their games, . dividuals, does not even get the chance.
With a 4-2 record, Trinity next travels to Smith College and then
Why not let deserving teams
ending up with a weekend in New York
hosts Holy Cross. Looking ahead, co-captain Robin Cook says, "we have to
vie
for
the
titles they fought so hard for,
City. That may have been the first time
keep playing well if we plan to make the playoffs. That is our goal. We have
titles
they
may
or may not win, but titles
some
of
those
students
had
been
there,
the ability and determination." On a three game winning streak, the Lady
and it would have been an opportunity they should at lets be allowed to play for.
Bantams afe playing with a lot of confidence. Their season mission is in
missed had the school, because it values We're good students. But we're also
definite reach. M
academics over athletics, decided they good athletes. Give us a chance! Come
didn't want its teams to compete for on NESCAC, take us off probation! H
• BY TED O'CONNOR
Sports Writer

•
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What's Going On ?

Rice, Cragin Off to Hot Start
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You'll Get A Kick Out
of Trinity Taekwondo
• BY MARK DAVIS
Sports Writer

On Sunday, April 21, fourteen
members of the Trinity Taekwondo Club
will test their skills against the other
martial artists from across the east-coast.
The Taekwondo championship, held at
Ferris, is a Master's Invitational—which
means that the tournament involves
Poomse (prearranged sequences of
movement), full contact sparring (single
elimination), and board breaking.
Sparring is the event that comes
to mind most frequently when the work
Taekwondo is mentioned. This is because of the emphasis on high kicking.
Kicks may take years to perfect, and
stretching and strengthening of the legs
and hips. In sparring competition competitors are protected from head to shin
with pain-preventing gear. Points are
very difficult to obtain: A clean, powerful blows to the face and body are required.
In Poomse (form) competition,
competitors choose from one of sixteen
official routines. They are judged by a
panel oi nationally certified experts.
Every movement, whether it be a kick,
stance or a block must be expressed in its
most perfect form. While Poomse teaches
the ideal movements, the martial artist
may apply the Poomse in real-life combat and self-defense.
In board-breaking, competitors

The Trinity Taekwondo Team Flies Into Action

If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh" system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and'see what it gives you.Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

Iilf

' i ] i l Input Notebook

For further information visit
Nancy Sowa in the
New Academic Building,
Room 161 or call 297-2571
Thepowertobeyourbest:

™»Kpo7««OT- OS/2 is »re|isle'«) M«m».k sf M.rnallonal Bu.lneio Martina Ccpontloii.

are called upon to break boards by using
either kicks or punches. Successful breaks
are judged on technique, power and
speed. The overall impression that a
judge receives from a competitor may
also factor in his or her score.
Competitors may compete in all
three events, but most choose to focus on
two out of three.
The Taekwondo program at
Trintiy has been very successful since its
inception in 1986. Master Sang Kim, a
sixth degree black belt, S.K. Taekwondo,
teaches credit courses in the College.
After winning the Korean National
Championships, and the World Championship he decided to use his knowledge and skill to teach. His instructional
skill is highly respected among his students and peers, and he received the 1983
Instructor of the Year Award in Korea.
Currently, he is in charge of training all
of the Taekwondo referees in the United
States fro the 1992 Olympic games in
Barcelona Spain. He also trains the U.S.
Olympic Team. 1
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BY PETER
FRIEDMAN

In the past months the Student Government Association has passed a piece
of legislation which endorses the addition of a requirement in cultural diversity. It
was argued that by mandating a course that paid attention to minorities we would
be receiving a "more well-rounded education". Well, perhaps we ought be a little
less "well-rounded". Calm down, I'm not talking about be anti-P.C. or anything,
actually I'm talking about a physical education requirement.
It isn't really a revolutionary concept, some colleges already have a physed requirement. Almost every high school, public and private has a p.e. requirement. For four years I had to take gym three times a week. I didn't love it, but there
were times when the combined 120 minutes of basketball I played was the closest I
came to getting any exercise.
It could be argued that college is no place to be forcing people to take part
in physical activity. If people don't want play sports or exercise, then that it their
right, or so goes that point of view. But in response to that, the College doesn't allow
us to be mathematically illiterate. We can not ignore science or the humanities while
we are here. Why then should we be able to ignore something as fundamental as
exercise ?
According to the Greeks, who anyone in Guided Studies must study, a well
rounded education included not just mental fitness, but physical fitness also.
Actually, the problem of being out of shape is nearly as much of a failure of our
society as our educational maladies are. According to reports by the Department of
Health and Human Services the amount of Americans who are out of shape hovers
over 50%. Admittedly this is a guess, but I'd be willing to wager that this figure costs
American business an awful lot of money in sick days and the like.
I'm not saying that a Trinity physical education requirement would get rid
of our national health problems. To the best of my knowledge no one is even
pursuing any such requirement. It's just that as we continue to seek new ways of
expanding our minds, we can't let our bodies expand too much. B

Softball Swings Into
Action, Moves to 3-2
• BY MARGARET GOLDEN
Sports Writer

•

After a doubleheader at Clark
on Saturday the Women's Softball team
stand's at 3-2. In the season opener, over
spring break, against Wheaton the Bantams got off to a good start. They won the
• first game 11-2, as they scored 8 runs in
one inning.
Trinity lost the second game to
Wheaton, 6-2. Their powerful offense
was not able to get itself untracked. The
team did get back into the swing of things
with a 26-2 drubbing of Connecticut
College last Thursday. The team is batting .347 overall on the season.
The Bantams, who lost five
seniors from last year's squad, are looking to rookie upperclassmen, Kathy
Moynagh '93, Amy Chiodo '92 and Beth
Truglio '92 to fill in some of those gaps.
Early on in the season they have done
well.
After the Conn. College rout,
the women took on a tough Claris team.
The teams played a doubleheader, and
split it, with the Bants dropping the first,

but emerging victorious in the second.
In the opener Trinity trailed throughout
the game before drawing even with
Clark. Unfortunately the'Bantams lost
the game in the eight inning,fajling by a
score of 8-7. Three hits from Karen
Leonard '91 and Amy Chiodo w.ere not
enough to stave off defeat.
In the second game, sharp defense and timely hitting gave Trinity a 76 win. After allowing four early runs,
the Bantams held Clarkin the fourth and
fifth innings. In the fifth Truglio make
all three outs from her second base postion, including a heads-up double play.
With hits from Jodi Falcigno
'93 and Mo Strickland '92 and an RBI
from Ms. Leonard, Trinity secured the
win in the sixth inning, and hung on for
a 7-6 victory.
The Bantams look strong this
year, with Leonard anchoring the infield at shortstop, and pitcher Julie Roy's
composure on the mound.
This week they will face Bates
on home on Wednesday at 3:00, Coast
Guard at home on Thursday at 4:00, and
will travel to Tufts for doubleheader on
Saturday.!
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Men Runners Keep
Up Pace, Women Lag
as Team Splits Meet

vault and Charles Gill '91 took a first in
the hammer throw.
Not to be forgotten, the Lady
Sports Writer
The Trinity College Track team Bantams also competed on Saturday.
closed out their 1991 spring home sched- They concluded their home season with
ule with, a thrilling win, as they held off a spirited performance that was not
the upset minded Wesleyan Cardinals. indicative in the final score. Low in
The Bantams held a slim 88-86 margin numbers, this select group of women
over the visitors going into the final fought hard to the finish despite being
event, the 4x 400 meter relay. In the outmanned. They scored 47 points to
opening leg of that race, Doug Wether- place third behind Connecticut Colhill '92, gave the squad a lead that it lege and Wesleyan. Due to a lack of
would never relinquish, as fellow depth, especially in the mid to long
members JoshBruno'93, Clyde Ettienne- distance events, the Lady Bants are
Modeste '94, and Tim Yates '94 contin- placed in a difficult situation from the
ued to lengthen the space between the outset. Despite this, there were still
opposition and themselves en route to a some strong performances put forth
20 yard victory, thus clinching the vic- during the meet.
tory for the home team.
Sophomore Donna Campbell exThe victory was set up by some celled in several events. She placed
strong individual performances by second in three events: the long jump,
members of the sprinting core and the triple jump, and the 100 meter dash.
weight men. Sophomore John Mul- She also grabbed a- third in the high
laney had an outstanding meet cruising jump. Carrie Pike '93 continues to
to two individual victories, one in the improve on her own Trinity women's
100 meter dash in a time of 11.34, and record in the 1500 meter race, as she ran
the other in the 200 meter race in 23.44 a 4:56.08, placing second. She also ran
seconds. He also exploded to blow for a third in the 800 meter race with a
away the competition in the second leg time of 2:31.12. Look for her to conof the 4x100 meter relay, allowing his tinue to improve in these two events as
team to grab a victory in that event. she builds on her All-New England
Bruno also had a fine day. He finished effort of last season. Debra Gammons
second to Mullaney in the 100 meter '93 also had a great run in the 3000
race and anchored the 4x100 relay team meters, making it look easy and effortto their impressive victory in a time of less, Gammons pulled away from the
44.13 seconds. On the side, Bruno took field, leaving them in her shadow.'
In the field events, Jackie Kupa
a first in the long jump with a leap of
2O'l". His most impressive perform- '93 and Lisa Michelizza '9.4 excelled.
ance, though, came in the final event. Kupa took first in the shotput with
After having been disqualified in the throw of 35'2", and a second in the
200 meter for a false start, he came back discus. Michelizza showed great ve:
to greatly aid the team with the fastest satility in the weight events, taking a
split in the 4x400 meter relay, surpris- first in the discus at 113'4", a second in
ing all. After the meet, Coach Ed the hammer throw, and thirds in the
Mighten said, "He's got a future in this shotput and javelin. These two will
remain huge forces in the remaining
event".
Tim Yates '94, kept the Bantams meets for the women's squad.
Jennifer Moran '91 and Kim
domination going in the sprint events,
winning the 400 meter run in 51.87 sec- Loadner '93 each got on the board for
onds, placing second in the 200 meters, Trinity, with Moran taking a second in
and being a key member of both win- the high jump and a third in the 400
ning relay teams.
meter race. Loadner took a fourth in
As for the weight men, James the hammer throw.
Overall, it was a good effort
Wells '91 and Adam Laput '93 garnered
key points for Trinity. Wells took sec- placed forth by both squads. The men's
ond in both the shotput and discus and team look good in their victory and
a fourth in the hammer throw. Laput with the soon-to-return talents of in
finished first in the discus with a heave jured Yussuf Khan '93 and Craig Ten
of 120'7" and took a fourth in the shotput. . Brink '93, this team is considered a
Brian Johnson also assisted these two having a good shot to win the NESCAC s
with a first in the javelin and a fourth in later this month. The ladies, if they too
the high jump.
get some of their walking wounded
Other notable male performers back in action, such as distance rurme
were Captain George Logan '91 who and captain Michelle York '91, will be '<•
won the high jump with a leap of 6'2" as threat too steal a couple of victories
well as a second in the triple jump. along the way. Look for the Bantams to
Freshman Carl Marshall had a firstjn make waves away from home next
the 100 meter hurdles, a spot on the week af WPI, as they tangle with the
winning 4x100 meter relay team, and Tufts Jumbos and the Coast Guard
U
also took a fourth in the 200 meter dash. Bears.
James Mackey'92 took a first in the pole

•

BY MIKE GIARDI

Thanks to Chris Brown SIP
for Stats on Page 19
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Softball Schedule 4/16 to 4/22

Teams listings can be found in Ferris Athletic Center
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Baseball (8-4)
Player
Devanney
DeMaio
Grant
Morfoot
Broderick
Canata
Rozzi
Brockmire
Owens
Rooney
Delena
Burke

Pos
OF
SS
1B-P
OF
3B
OF
C
OF
OF
C
2B
2B

Pitcher
Thomforde
Grant
Nemerever

Yr
93
91
91
93
93
93
92
92
94
94
91
94

Hits Runs RBI
12
10
14
12
6
15
4
11
4
3
3
11
5
4
7
7
3
4
1
3
9
4
11
3
5
4
3
7
3
6
4
3
2
1
2

fia

Yr
93
91
93

W-L IP

K

4-0 28
2-0 20.2
1-3 24.1

22
11
21

ERA
0.50
2.61
2.88

.364
.350
.333
.333
.314
.280
.267
.257
.227
.226
.143
.044

Women's Lacrosse (4-2)

Men's tennis got off to a good start, but then went ice
cold very quickly. They beat WPI6-3, but then dropped
matches to Coast Guard, Amherst and Wheaton.. .mother
news the golf team won its first match. The linksters
won a match in a field that included Wesleyan. Jay
Monahan '93, shot an 81 and was named tournament
MVP.

The top woman athlete for the period covering March
22 through April 14 is Lexi Rice '93. Ms. Rice, who
I prepared at St. Paul's School, Concord New Hampshire,
has led the Lacrosse team to a 4-2 record thus far. Her 9
goal-performance against Mt. Holyoke was one of the most
remarkable games in Trinity sports history. For the year she
already has 23 goals. In her 12 game career, she has 32 pts.
The honors for best male athlete over the same time
period go to Jim Thomforde '93. Mr. Thomforde, of Middlesex Academy has been the top moundsmen for the 8-4
baseball team. The 6'5 righthander has a perfect 4-0 record
thus far. Along with his spotless record, he has a sparkling
0.50 ERA and has given up an average of less than five
baserunners per game. Mr. Thomforde also leads theBantam's pitching staff with 22 strikeouts on the year.

Player
Rice
Cragin
Jones
Brown
Cook
Ring
Hammond
Cranis
Goaltender
van der Does

93
93
94
91
91
92
93
94
YJL

91

Shots Goals Assts
48
23
' 4
51
18
2
16
8
5
20
7
4
21
5
2
21
5
0
4
0
3
0

Pts.
27

Ga
57

Gaa
9.50

Svs
87

Sv%
.604

20
13
11
7
5
4
3

Games From 4/16 through 4/23
Tuesday: M. Baseball @ WPI
3:30
W. Lacrosse (w/JV) @ Smith
4:00
M. Tennis (w/ JV) @ Tufts
3:00
Wednesday: W. Softball vs. Bates
3:00
M. Lacrosse vs. Amherst
3:00
Thursday: W. Lacrosse vs. Holy Cross—-3:30
M Baseball @ Amherst
—3:00
M. Tennis vs. U Hartford
3:00
W. Softball vs. Coast Guard
—-—4:00
Friday: M. Golf @ Tufts vs. Bates, Tufts
—1:00
Saturday: Crew Potomac Regatta @ Georgetown-TBA
W. Softball @ Tufts (2 Games)
M. Baseball vs. Tufts (2 Games)
M. Tennis vs. Wesleyan
M. Lacrosse vs. WilliamsM. Track @ WPI
W. Track @ Holy Cross
Monday: M. Baseball vs. AIC

1:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
1:00
-TBA
3:00

^
To Connecticut College:
Take 95 south to exit 84 north. From 84 north get on to 32 north. Follow
32 past United States Coast Guard Academy. Turn right at the third light past
U.S.C.G.A. and into the Athletic Complex. Swimming on 2/9. .
To Kingswood/Oxford:
Make a left from Zion Street on to Summit. Right on to Park Terrace, and
a left on to Park Street. From Park Street turn right on to Trout Brook Road. The
rink will be on the right. Ice Hockey, Thursday.

Come to the View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3 when you order
a meal between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of Milwaukee's
Best from 9 p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
are only $3 between 9 p.m. and closing.
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B R I N E ' Women's Lacrosse Score Sheet
The Box Score for the Mount Holyoke game where Lexi Rice '93 scored nine
goal.'j on 11 shots.

Returning after a mediocre 4-4
season, the 1991 Trinity Women's have
started off 4-2. In her 17th coaching season with a Trinity record of 120-41 -5, Coach
Robin Sheppard approaches this season
with a mission to earn a spot in the ECAC
tournament. Sheppard claims, "This
group is one of the top two teams I have
ever coached at Trinity. We're getting
stronger and wiser game by game but we
still have to polish up a few things on
offense. Hard work and perseverance
will get us in the playoffs."
Before leaving for their traditional practices in Tampa, Trinity traveled to Springfield College and beat the
University of Rochester by a 12-5 score.
Grace Cragin '93, playing at the home
position, had a superb first game with five
goals and one assist. Sophomores Lexi
Rice and Sara Hammond combined for
seven other scores. Co-captain attack
wings, Robin Cook '91 and Sydney Brown
'91, both kept the opposing defense on
edge with their superior speed as senior
defensive midfielders, Fran Schwarz and
Stasia Talbot kept Rochester's scoring to a
minimum. Goaltender Louise van der
Does '91, an All-American field hockey
goaltender this past fall, had a very impressive debut protecting the goal as she
stopped eleven Rochester shots.
While in Tampa, Trinity faced
Middlebury and lost by a discouraging

15-7 score. Sheppard said, "They outmatched us one on one with speed and
stickhandling. We simply were not ready.
I would love the chance to play them
again." Lexi Rice tallied for Trinity's
only goals in the 7-2 first half. But
Middlebury's quick and experienced
forwards put the game out of the Bantam
reach.
Trinity's third game, against
Connecticut College, also ended in disappointing fashion, as they were defeated
14-13. With Trinity trailing most of the
game, Robin Cook's second half goal
tied the score, while Grace Cragin added
two to put the Bantams ahead. Behind
13-11 with minutes remaining, Connecticut with a clutch performance scored
three consecutive times to win. Freshman Whitney Cranis had an impressive
afternoon with the first three scores of
her career.
The Bantams earned their sec-,
ond victory with a 9-7 win over a strong
Tufts team. In the low scoring first half,
Margot Ring '92 tallied twice to keep
Trinity evenly matched 4-4. Grace
Cragin's fifth goal of the game put Trinity ahead for good. Coach Sheppard
attributes the game's success to Robin
Cook as she converted from center to
middle defender. Sheppard stated,
. "Robin is simply a pest to the opposing
attackers. This transition keeps her scoring low and I give a lot of credit to her."
please turn to pnge 16

Bantam Baseball Flying High At 8-4
Mound Ace Thomforde Leads Battlin9 Birds with a 4-0 Record
the season. A heartbreaking extra-in- runs. Joe Brockmire also joined the pic- half of the fourth, when, with two outs.
ning loss to Williams followed, but the ture, crossing the plate four times.
Rob Delena was hit on the foot by a pitch.
Assistant Sports Editor
Finally, after nine games and a 6- He went to second on a walk to Grant,
Returning home after starting team bounced back with an 11-4 vic3 record, the team got to show its stuff to and Paul Broderick '93 drove him home
the season with nine road games/the tory, beating Central Methodist..
Mr. Nemerever notched his the home fans. Playing on a warm, sunny with a single. Unfortunately, that was all
Trinity Baseball team capped a successful trip to Florida by winning two out of first victory, while Mr. Grant led the day, the team faced off against the Ephmen Trinity could muster in the first game,
team with three RBI's. The next day, of Williams. Dave Grant was on the and six more Cardinal runs put the game
playing Hartwick for the second time, mound for the Bants and started off a bit out of reach.
the team scored two runs in the top of shaky. He worked the leadoff man for
In the second game Coach
W N iu
the 7th to win 7-6. Jeff Owens '94 and William to an 0-2 count before surrender- Decker sent his ace, Jim Thomforde, out
1 RTNiTTi
1
Jeff Devanney '93 both knocked in runs ing a triple. That man eventually came to face the Cardinals best pitcher, John
in that seventh inning to help Trinity. around to score, and two more men Hurley. Thomforde started out shakily,
Tony Canata '93 also had a big day, reached base for Williams that inning. walking the first Wesleyan batter. He
notchingtwoRBI'sandtwostolenbases. But Grant showed he was up to the chalWESifcYAN 1
came around to score after stealing secAgainst Colby, Mr. Thomforde lenge, and worked his way out of the bind
TRIM1TY
2
pitched a great game, entering the sev- only giving up the one run. Trinity scored ond and being sacrificed to third. In the
enth frame with a no-hitter. He ended three runs in the bottom of the inning and bottom of the first, Mr. Broderick started
Last Wednesday, Dave Grant up winning 6-1. Marc Rozzi '91 and Joe cruised to a 6-2 victory. Tim Rooney '94 Trinity off with a single. Then Mr.
'91 picked up a 6-2 victory over Williams, Brockmire '92 came up big against the led off the second inning by hitting a DeMaio reached first on an error by the
while Saturday the team split a double- Mules, with Rozzi knocking in a pair home run over the left field fence, his first third baseman. They moved up a base on
a ground out to the pitcher by Jeff Owens.
header with Wesleyan. Lloyd Nemer- and Brockmire scoring twice.
and the team's second. Down in Florida
Then Jeff Devanney drove in both runs
ever '93 suffered a 10-1 defeat in the
" The team left Florida and against the Philadelphia Phillies Rookie
opener, but. Jim Thomforde '93 picked headed to Coast Guard to play a twin Teamy Rooney hit-.one deep. That one was with a single.
up his fourth victory of the season in the bill. Mr. Nemerever lost a tough game unofficial:
That was all the support Thom'nightcap', winning 2-1.
forde
needed,
as he cruised the rest of the
in the opener, coming up on the short
Last Saturday, the team hosted way. In only two innings did the CardiBeginning the season with their end of a 2-0 outcome. In. the second
annual road trip to Florida, the team game, Mr. Thomforde again had a no- traditional rival Wesleyan. TheCardinals nals manage to get someone on base, and
finished with a record of five wins and hitter through six innings. He lost this came in sporting an 8-9 record, while one of those was thrown out trying to
two losses. The season began the with a no-hitter as well, but not the game — Trinity was 7-3. Mr. Nemerever took the stretch a single into a double. Thom12-3 loss to St. Lawrence. The team fol- Trinity prevailed 18-0. Devanney had. hill for the Bants. He gave up a double in forde ended the game by striking out
lowed that, two days later, with a win three RBI's and scored four runs, while the first ming, but. stranded the runner their designated hitter, having allowed a
over Hartwick. Mr. Thomforde pitched Grant had six RBI's including the teams In the second the Cardinals went down in scant two hits.
a good game, and earned his first victory first official home run of the year. Co- order. Mr. Nemerever gave up a run in
Clubhouse Notes: This Saturof the season.
.-.-•••
<
day, Trinity hosts the Jumbos of Tufts,
Captain Rob Delena '91 also had three thetkrdandthenthreemoreinthefourth
The following day senior Dave RBI's in the game, while the other Co- Two errors in the field hurt Trinity in the game time at 1:00 P.M. H
Grant got the first of his two victories on Captain, RoccoDeMaio'91, scored five fourth, as all three runs were unearned.
Trinity scored its lone run in its'
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